St Raphael’s

Year 2

‘Our Objectives’
A guide to what you should
focus on when helping your
child at home.’

Read, write and order numbers from 0 – 100
Writing a selection of these numbers on scrap bits of paper and jumbling them
up for you and your child to order will help reinforce this key skill.

Fridge magnet numbers can be used too! Combine
them to make 2 digit numbers (35, 28, 16....) then
order them.

Count to at least 100 – Use a hundred square to support any work
at home. These can be downloaded online or there are posters
which you can buy to have in your house were your child will see it
regularly.

Using loose change can be a good way to count

Count on and back in 1’s and 10’s from any number under 100
Use the 100 square again to support when needed then gradually remove this
and encourage your child to do this mentally.

Know by heart multiplication and division facts
for 2,5 and 10 times tables.
(division fact means that once your child knows that
2 x 4 = 8 they can use this to answer 8 ÷ 2 = 4)

This is called an array.

Double all numbers to 10 and half even numbers up to 20
This skill is essential for developing mental calculations and along with the 2’s,
5’s and 10’s times tables needs as much reinforcing at home as possible. The
faster your child can recall facts such as double 8 = 16 or half 18 = 9, the
better!

Know and use number bonds to 20
Number bonds are just pairs of whole numbers that add to
20

Know and use number pairs to 100 using ten numbers
Build on number bonds to ten, using their fingers or mentally your child should
know number bonds such as 6 + 4 = 10. Try to encourage your child to link this to
60 + 40 = 100. Count fingers as ‘ten’ to help or use a hundred square.

Explain the value of digits to 100
Partitioning a number means splitting a number into tens and units.

(Place value cards can be downloaded and cut out if you feel your child needs more support )

Add using 2 digit numbers
Count on from a number in tens (down on a hundred square) then in units (across
on a hundred square)

Subtract using 2 digit numbers
Jottings are encouraged at this stage, this strategy is a mental calculation
strategy and this will become more secure if you encourage your child to jot
down a number line to help subtract.

To divide a 2 digit number by 2, 5 or 10
Use times table facts to help.
15 ÷ 5 = ?

How many 5’s in 15?
5...10..15!! So it’s 3!

